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Exploration results keep on coming
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Hemi: ever expanding. Drilling continues to accelerate across Hemi and the Greater
Hemi region with an additional RC rig mobilised to site this month, bringing the total
number to nine (two AC, four RC, three diamond). The Hemi system continues to
grow, as demonstrated by the recent discovery of Diucon and Eagle (Figure 2), with
mineralisation now defined over an area spanning +3,500m north-south, +3,500m eastwest, and up to +400m depth. We continue to expect consistent news flow in the leadup to DEG’s maiden Hemi Resource update (expected JunQ'21), as well as plenty of drill
testing for the numerous targets in the Greater Hemi region. Since our last note in early
February, results have been released for regional targets Scooby and Antwerp, newly
discovered zones Diucon and Eagle, and the four ‘primary’ zones at Hemi (Aquila, Crow,
Brolga, and Falcon). These results are summarised below and discussed in more detail
in this report.
Diucon and Eagle. Discovered less than two month ago, Diucon and Eagle are located
~1km west of Crow. Further drilling has confirmed mineralised footprints of 900m
strike and 200m depth for Diucon and 300 strike and 300m depth for Eagle. Drilling
is ongoing at both zones, targeting depth and strike extensions to the west on 160m
spaced sections. Diucon is currently interpreted to be a direct extension of Crow, and we
highlight the potential for Eagle to link with the regional target Antwerp to the west.
Brolga. Recent drilling has revealed a developing plunge open to the south-west
towards Falcon (Figure 2). In our view, the results demonstrate good potential for
further extensions along strike to the west and southwest, towards a zone of anomalous
gold identified in earlier drilling between Brolga and Falcon. RC drilling is underway
aiming to extend mineralisation between Brolga and Falcon as well as Brolga and Brolga
South. Ongoing infill drilling continues to bolster our confidence in Brolga, with results
demonstrating strong continuity of grade and correlation between adjacent drill holes.
Crow and Aquila. Crow's main lode, McLeod, is now defined over 600m of strike, 300m
depth, and up to 60m true width. The lode intersects in the east with the main Aquila
lode, which remains open and is now defined over 800m of strike and ~500m depth.
The company expects these lodes to support an open-pit scenario and potential scope
for underground mining given the high-grade nature and depth. We do not currently
incorporate any underground potential in our base case valuation and highlight that this
could offer considerable upside if it evolves into a genuine development proposition.
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In April 2020, Canaccord Genuity (Australia)
Limited received a fee for Capital Market services
provided to De Grey Mining Limited.
Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited has received
a fee as Joint Lead Manager to the De Grey Mining
Limited Institutional Placement announced 10
September 2020.

Falcon. Recent drilling has resulted in major depth extensions and the discovery of
new footwall lodes. Mineralisation now covers over 1km of strike and reaches depths of
over 350m. Additional footwalls are emerging in deeper drilling as the intrusion thickens
to ~100m (Figure 10). With the intrusion remaining open at depth, deeper step out
diamond drilling is underway to test its potential, which in our view has potential to
further grow what is already a significant deposit.
Met-work. Further metallurgical work was recently undertaken on samples from
Brolga using three potential oxidation processes — POX, Albion, and BIOX — achieving
recoveries of 97%, 98%, and 94%, respectively. Importantly, flotation recoveries into
a gold concentrate achieved mass pulls of ~7.5% (previously ~10%), which means the
oxidation circuit would be ~15 times smaller than the front-end of the plant, a positive
for capex. Further testwork and trade-off studies are ongoing.
Valuation and recommendation. With our maiden Resource estimate for Hemi
(4-5Moz at 1.1-1.5g/t) looking increasingly conservative, we have refined a number of
our base case model inputs. We now assume milling rates of 9Mtpa (from 8Mtpa) and
capex of A$800m (from A$750m), which support production of 339kozpa at an AISC of
A$1052/oz for 12 years. Our price target increases to A$1.50/sh (from A$1.35/sh), and
we maintain our SPEC BUY rating.

Canaccord Genuity is the global capital markets group of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. (CF : TSX)
The recommendations and opinions expressed in this research report accurately reflect the research analyst's personal, independent and objective
views about any and all the companies and securities that are the subject of this report discussed herein.

For important information, please see the Important Disclosures beginning on page 9 of this document.
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Company Description
DEG is primary focus is the 100% owned Mallina Gold Project (MGP) in the Pilbara region of WA.
The recent Hemi discovery is an intrusion-hosted form of gold mineralisation which has not been
previously encountered in the Pilbara and with an aggressive exploration effort underway, the
compnay should grow its existing 2.2Moz Resource considerably over the next 12 months.
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Hemi: ever expanding

Figure 1: Hemi Plan View – 7 Oct 2020

Source: Company Reports



Drilling continues to accelerate across Hemi and the Greater Hemi region with
an additional RC rig to be mobilised to site this month, bringing the total
number to nine (two AC, four RC, three diamond). The Hemi system continues
to grow, as demonstrated by the recent discovery of Diucon and Eagle (Figure
2). Mineralisation has now been defined over an area spanning +3,500m northsouth, +3,500m east-west, and up to +400m depth.



With an additional rig being mobilised to site, we continue to expect consistent
news flow in the lead-up to DEG’s maiden Resource as well an increased focus
on targets in the Greater Hemi region (Figure 3).



DEG remains on track for a maiden Resource for Hemi in the JunQ’21.

Figure 2: Hemi Plan View – 16 Mar 2021

Source: Company Reports

Figure 3: Greater Hemi Region

Source: Company Reports
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Diucon and Eagle



The recent discovery of two new intrusion hosted gold zones, Diucon and Eagle,
just ~1km west of Crow is highly encouraging, in our view. We believe the
discoveries, and the proximity to both Hemi and Antwerp, compound our view
on the significant scale potential of the project. Drilling to date has confirmed
mineralised footprints of 900m of strike and 200m depth at Diucon, and over
300m strike and 300m depth at Eagle. Both zones demonstrate widths of up to
70m, remain open, and are the subject of ongoing drill campaigns.



Results from the two new zones are encouraging, with broad zones of
mineralisation intersected at Diucon, including: 121m @ 1.1g/t Au from 80m
(0.3g/t Au lower cut-off), 34m @ 1.8g/t Au from 40m, 19m @ 2g/t Au from
158m, and 10m @ 2.6g/t Au from 84m. Further sulphide mineralisation has
been intersected at depth, from 236m to 309m downhole (assays pending),
roughly 80m below the 121m @ 1.1g/t Au intercept. Drilling continues on 160m
spacing, targeting depth extensions as well as strike extensions to the west.
Selected intercepts from Eagle include: 26m @ 1.8g/t Au from 237m, 35m @
0.7g/t from 51m (0.3g/t Au lower cut-off), and 18m @ 1.3g/t Au from 96m.
Mineralisation remains open along strike and at depth with extensional drilling
ongoing on 160m spacing.



Diucon is currently interpreted as a direct extension of Crow (Figure 2), and we
highlight the potential for Eagle to link with the regional target Antwerp to the
west.



Though it is still early days, and difficult to draw direct comparisons due to the
varying styles of mineralisation, we point to Falcon as a reminder of how rapidly
these zones can emerge and grow. Falcon was discovered in SepQ’20 with the
intrusion initially intersected over ~1.8km, which has now been extended to
over 3km of strike.

Figure 4: Diucon – Section 28880E

Figure 5: Diucon and Eagle – Section 28560E

Source: Company Reports

Source: Company Reports
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Brolga demonstrating plunge potential



Recent drilling at Brolga has revealed a developing plunge open to the southwest towards Falcon. Several significant zones were intercepted within a
broader intercept of 256m @ 0.9g/t Au from 287m (Figure 6), these
included: 50.0m @ 1.1g/t Au from 412m, 14.9m @ 2.2g/t Au from 294m,
and 9.0m @ 3.1g/t Au from 497m.



In our view, the results demonstrate the potential for further extensions along
strike to the west and southwest, towards a zone of anomalous gold picked up
in aircore drilling between Brolga and Falcon (Figure 2). RC drilling is underway
with an aim to extend mineralisation between Brolga and Falcon and Brolga and
Brolga South.



Extensional drilling in the northwest of Brolga has also intersected strong
mineralisation with 57m @ 1.5g/t Au from 91m, including 10m @ 6.4g/t Au
from 138m, highlighting potential for further extensions along strike an up-dip
of this intersection. Infill drilling continues to bolster our confidence in Brolga
with intercepts demonstrating, in our view, both continuity of grade and strong
correlations between adjacent holes: 116m @ 0.8g/t Au from 144m, 40m @
1.5g/t Au from 168m, and 40m @ 1.4g/t Au from 57m.

Figure 6: Brolga Oblique Section

Source: Company Reports

Crow and Aquila



Crow and Aquila continue to return positive results with Crow’s main lode,
McLeod, now defined over 600m strike, 300m depth, and up to 60m true
thickness. Results from McLeod include: 33m @ 4.9g/t Au from 171m, 4.8m
@ 2.1g/t Au from 308.19m, and 7m @ 3.9g/t Au from 215m. Crow remains
open at depth and to the west, towards Diucon and Eagle. Drilling is showing
multiple stacked lodes throughout the intrusion as well as additional stacked
lodes being intersected or extended.



The Aquila Lode has now been defined over 800m of strike and extended to
depths of ~500m depth, remaining open. Recent results include: 52.2m @
2g/t Au from 520m (300m below previously reported intercept of 35m @
3.1g/t Au), 12m @ 3.6g/t Au from 371m, and 24.6m @ 1.7g/t Au from
293m. Recent results indicate higher-grade plunging shoots located at the
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eastern and western ends of the intrusion. Infill and extensional drilling are
ongoing.


The McLeod and Aquila lodes intersect at the eastern end, with the company
expecting these lodes to support a combined open-pit scenario and to provide
scope for potential underground mining given their high-grade nature and
depth. We have yet to incorporate any underground potential in our base case
valuation and note that this could offer considerable upside potential if it
evolves as a genuine development proposition over time. Diamond drilling
continues to target further extensions.

Figure 7: Crow and Aquila – Plan View

Figure 8: Crow and Aquila – Section 30480E

Source: Company Reports

Source: Company Reports

Figure 9: Aquila Long Section

Source: Company Reports

Falcon, major depth extensions and new footwall lodes



Recent drilling at Falcon has extended the zone with mineralisation now
intersected over 1km of strike and over 350m in depth. Major depth extensions
and new footwall lodes have been discovered (20m @ 1.0g/t Au from 324m)
with additional footwalls emerging in deeper drilling as the intrusion thickens to
~100m (Figure 10).



The zone remains open at depth and along strike. Significant intercepts include:
65m @ 1.4g/t Au from 324m, 34.2m @ 1.8g/t Au from 212m, and 26.3m @
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2.3g/t Au from 309m. Diamond drilling on a 160m step-out basis is underway
to extend mineralisation to ~450m depth.


Results at Falcon continue to impress; mineralisation is now evident to depths
of ~350m with diamond drilling underway to better define this. The increasing
thickness of the intrusion at depth (Figure 10) and the emergence of new
footwall lodes is highly encouraging. With the intrusion remaining open at
depth, deeper step out diamond drilling is underway to test its potential, which
in our view could further grow what is already a significant deposit.

Figure 10: Falcon – Section 7691640N

Source: Company Reports

Scooby and Antwerp



Aircore drilling has recently been undertaken at Scooby and Antwerp, two of
four Hemi ‘lookalike’ intrusions located within 10km of Hemi.



A 2km by 1km gold-arsenic zone has been outlined at Scooby with a coincident
IP target. Significant intercepts include: 3m @ 97.4g/t Au from 45m, 10m @
2.1g/t Au from 48m, and 2m @ 4.8g/t Au from 39m.



Drilling at Antwerp has outlined a ~2km x ~1km gold-arsenic zone with aircore
drilling returning 23m @ 0.6g/t Au from 52m.



Shallow RC drilling at Antwerp has also intersected a quartz vein altered
intrusion, with intercepts including: 6m @ 1.4g/t Au from 62m and 3m @
1.1g/t Au from 96m.



The coincident IP target at Scooby is encouraging and opens up the potential for
it to be used as a new tool to identify further regional targets.



In our view, while the first pass didn’t exhibit the broad widths seen in the initial
Hemi drill out, the shallow high-grade results are promising and continue to
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highlight the significant growth potential across the Greater Hemi Region as
drilling of the targets accelerates.
Metallurgical work, high recoveries confirmed



Metallurgical testwork has been undertaken on samples from Brolga using three
potential oxidation processes — Pressure Oxidation (POX), Albion®, and
biological oxidation (BIOX®) — achieving recoveries of 97%, 98%, and 94%,
respectively. Testwork using these processes is ongoing for Aquila, Crow, and
Falcon.



The high recoveries achieved for all three processes is highly encouraging, in
our view, as it gives DEG a degree of flexibility as no process is yet ruled out
due to low recoveries.



Importantly, flotation recoveries into a gold concentrate achieved mass pulls of
~7.5%, meaning the oxidation circuit will be ~15 times smaller than the frontend of the plant (crushing and flotation circuits etc), a positive for capex. Initial
metallurgical work completed in SepQ’20 reported mass pull of ~10%,
indicating a modest improvement.



Gravity testwork undertaken on three composite samples of Brolga
mineralisation returned gravity recovery results of 12.4%, 27.3%, and 12.1%.
While there is slight degree of variability in the results and the samples are only
from Brolga, any meaningful level of gravity gold recovery (DEG highlights
~10% as meaningful) without the need for CIL or flotation/oxidation is positive
for capex (Figure 11). Similar testwork will be undertaken on samples from
Aquila, Crow, and Falcon.



Overall gold recoveries of 95% have been achieved on Brolga samples using a
combined gravity, flotation/oxidation, and CIL. As a reminder, we model flat
90% recoveries once at name plate in the interest of conservatism.



Further testwork and trade-off studies are underway to assess the most
economic option, with the company indicating all processes remain under active
consideration.

Figure 11: Simplified process flowsheet incorporating POX

Source: Company Reports
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Canaccord Genuity Ratings System
BUY: The stock is expected to generate risk-adjusted returns of over 10% during the next 12 months.
HOLD: The stock is expected to generate risk-adjusted returns of 0-10% during the next 12 months.
SELL: The stock is expected to generate negative risk-adjusted returns during the next 12 months.
NOT RATED: Canaccord Genuity does not provide research coverage of the relevant issuer.
“Risk-adjusted return” refers to the expected return in relation to the amount of risk associated with the designated investment or
the relevant issuer.
Risk Qualiﬁer
SPECULATIVE: Stocks bear significantly higher risk that typically cannot be valued by normal fundamental criteria. Investments in
the stock may result in material loss.
12-Month Recommendation History (as of date same as the Global Stock Ratings table)
A list of all the recommendations on any issuer under coverage that was disseminated during the preceding 12-month period
may be obtained at the following website (provided as a hyperlink if this report is being read electronically) http://disclosuresmar.canaccordgenuity.com/EN/Pages/default.aspx
Required Company-Specific Disclosures (as of date of this publication)
De Grey Mining Limited currently is, or in the past 12 months was, a client of Canaccord Genuity or its affiliated companies. During
this period, Canaccord Genuity or its affiliated companies provided investment banking services to De Grey Mining Limited.
In the past 12 months, Canaccord Genuity or its affiliated companies have received compensation for Investment Banking services
from De Grey Mining Limited .
In the past 12 months, Canaccord Genuity or any of its affiliated companies have been lead manager, co-lead manager or comanager of a public offering of securities of De Grey Mining Limited or any publicly disclosed offer of securities of De Grey Mining
Limited or in any related derivatives.
Canaccord Genuity or one or more of its affiliated companies intend to seek or expect to receive compensation for Investment
Banking services from De Grey Mining Limited in the next three months.
In April 2020, Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited received a fee for Capital Market services provided to De Grey Mining Limited.
Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited has received a fee as Joint Lead Manager to the De Grey Mining Limited Institutional Placement
announced 10 September 2020.
De Grey Mining Limited Rating History as of 03/19/2021
I:SB:AUD1.40
09/01/2020

SB:AUD1.50
11/23/2020

SB:AUD1.35
01/19/2021

AUD1.60
AUD1.40
AUD1.20
AUD1.00
AUD0.80
AUD0.60
AUD0.40
AUD0.20
AUD0.00
Apr 16Jul 16Oct 16Jan 17Apr 17Jul 17Oct 17Jan 18Apr 18Jul 18Oct 18Jan 19Apr 19Jul 19Oct 19Jan 20Apr 20Jul 20Oct 20Jan 21
Closing Price

Price Target

Buy (B); Speculative Buy (SB); Sell (S); Hold (H); Suspended (SU); Under Review (UR); Restricted (RE); Not Rated (NR)

Required Company-Specific Disclosures (as of date of this publication)
Past performance
In line with Article 44(4)(b), MiFID II Delegated Regulation, we disclose price performance for the preceding five years or the
whole period for which the financial instrument has been offered or investment service provided where less than five years. Please
note price history refers to actual past performance, and that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future price and/or
performance.
Online Disclosures
Up-to-date disclosures may be obtained at the following website (provided as a hyperlink if this report is being read electronically)
http://disclosures.canaccordgenuity.com/EN/Pages/default.aspx; or by sending a request to Canaccord Genuity Corp. Research, Attn:
Disclosures, P.O. Box 10337 Pacific Centre, 2200-609 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada V7Y 1H2; or by sending a request
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by email to disclosures@cgf.com. The reader may also obtain a copy of Canaccord Genuity’s policies and procedures regarding the
dissemination of research by following the steps outlined above.
General Disclaimers
See “Required Company-Specific Disclosures” above for any of the following disclosures required as to companies referred to in
this report: manager or co-manager roles; 1% or other ownership; compensation for certain services; types of client relationships;
research analyst conflicts; managed/co-managed public offerings in prior periods; directorships; market making in equity securities
and related derivatives. For reports identified above as compendium reports, the foregoing required company-specific disclosures
can be found in a hyperlink located in the section labeled, “Compendium Reports.” “Canaccord Genuity” is the business name used
by certain wholly owned subsidiaries of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc., including Canaccord Genuity LLC, Canaccord Genuity Limited,
Canaccord Genuity Corp., and Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited, an affiliated company that is 80%-owned by Canaccord Genuity
Group Inc.
The authoring analysts who are responsible for the preparation of this research are employed by Canaccord Genuity Corp. a Canadian
broker-dealer with principal offices located in Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, or Canaccord Genuity LLC, a US broker-dealer
with principal offices located in New York, Boston, San Francisco and Houston, or Canaccord Genuity Limited., a UK broker-dealer with
principal offices located in London (UK) and Dublin (Ireland), or Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited, an Australian broker-dealer
with principal offices located in Sydney and Melbourne.
The authoring analysts who are responsible for the preparation of this research have received (or will receive) compensation
based upon (among other factors) the Investment Banking revenues and general profits of Canaccord Genuity. However, such
authoring analysts have not received, and will not receive, compensation that is directly based upon or linked to one or more specific
Investment Banking activities, or to recommendations contained in the research.
Some regulators require that a firm must establish, implement and make available a policy for managing conflicts of interest arising
as a result of publication or distribution of research. This research has been prepared in accordance with Canaccord Genuity’s policy
on managing conflicts of interest, and information barriers or firewalls have been used where appropriate. Canaccord Genuity’s policy
is available upon request.
The information contained in this research has been compiled by Canaccord Genuity from sources believed to be reliable, but (with
the exception of the information about Canaccord Genuity) no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Canaccord
Genuity, its affiliated companies or any other person as to its fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness. Canaccord Genuity
has not independently verified the facts, assumptions, and estimates contained herein. All estimates, opinions and other information
contained in this research constitute Canaccord Genuity’s judgement as of the date of this research, are subject to change without
notice and are provided in good faith but without legal responsibility or liability.
From time to time, Canaccord Genuity salespeople, traders, and other professionals provide oral or written market commentary or
trading strategies to our clients and our principal trading desk that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this
research. Canaccord Genuity’s affiliates, principal trading desk, and investing businesses also from time to time make investment
decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research.
This research is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any designated
investments discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation would be prohibited. As a result, the designated
investments discussed in this research may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions. This research is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as a securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or
company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that jurisdiction. This material is
prepared for general circulation to clients and does not have regard to the investment objectives, financial situation or particular
needs of any particular person. Investors should obtain advice based on their own individual circumstances before making an
investment decision. To the fullest extent permitted by law, none of Canaccord Genuity, its affiliated companies or any other person
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from or relating to any use of the information contained in
this research.
Research Distribution Policy
Canaccord Genuity research is posted on the Canaccord Genuity Research Portal and will be available simultaneously for access by
all of Canaccord Genuity’s customers who are entitled to receive the firm's research. In addition research may be distributed by the
firm’s sales and trading personnel via email, instant message or other electronic means. Customers entitled to receive research may
also receive it via third party vendors. Until such time as research is made available to Canaccord Genuity’s customers as described
above, Authoring Analysts will not discuss the contents of their research with Sales and Trading or Investment Banking employees
without prior compliance consent.
For further information about the proprietary model(s) associated with the covered issuer(s) in this research report, clients should
contact their local sales representative.
Short-Term Trade Ideas
Research Analysts may, from time to time, discuss “short-term trade ideas” in research reports. A short-term trade idea offers a
near-term view on how a security may trade, based on market and trading events or catalysts, and the resulting trading opportunity
that may be available. Any such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the analysts' fundamental equity rating for
such stocks. A short-term trade idea may differ from the price targets and recommendations in our published research reports that
reflect the research analyst's views of the longer-term (i.e. one-year or greater) prospects of the subject company, as a result of the
differing time horizons, methodologies and/or other factors. It is possible, for example, that a subject company's common equity that
is considered a long-term ‘Hold' or 'Sell' might present a short-term buying opportunity as a result of temporary selling pressure in
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the market or for other reasons described in the research report; conversely, a subject company's stock rated a long-term 'Buy' or
“Speculative Buy’ could be considered susceptible to a downward price correction, or other factors may exist that lead the research
analyst to suggest a sale over the short-term. Short-term trade ideas are not ratings, nor are they part of any ratings system, and
the firm does not intend, and does not undertake any obligation, to maintain or update short-term trade ideas. Short-term trade
ideas are not suitable for all investors and are not tailored to individual investor circumstances and objectives, and investors should
make their own independent decisions regarding any securities or strategies discussed herein. Please contact your salesperson for
more information regarding Canaccord Genuity’s research.
For Canadian Residents:
This research has been approved by Canaccord Genuity Corp., which accepts sole responsibility for this research and its dissemination
in Canada. Canaccord Genuity Corp. is registered and regulated by the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada
(IIROC) and is a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. Canadian clients wishing to effect transactions in any designated
investment discussed should do so through a qualified salesperson of Canaccord Genuity Corp. in their particular province or territory.
For United States Persons:
Canaccord Genuity LLC, a US registered broker-dealer, accepts responsibility for this research and its dissemination in the United
States. This research is intended for distribution in the United States only to certain US institutional investors. US clients wishing to
effect transactions in any designated investment discussed should do so through a qualified salesperson of Canaccord Genuity LLC.
Analysts employed outside the US, as specifically indicated elsewhere in this report, are not registered as research analysts with
FINRA. These analysts may not be associated persons of Canaccord Genuity LLC and therefore may not be subject to the FINRA Rule
2241 and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a
research analyst account.
For United Kingdom and European Residents:
This research is distributed in the United Kingdom and elsewhere Europe, as third party research by Canaccord Genuity Limited,
which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This research is for distribution only to persons who are Eligible
Counterparties or Professional Clients only and is exempt from the general restrictions in section 21 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 on the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds that it is being
distributed in the United Kingdom only to persons of a kind described in Article 19(5) (Investment Professionals) and 49(2) (High Net
Worth companies, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005
(as amended). It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons. This material is
not for distribution in the United Kingdom or elsewhere in Europe to retail clients, as defined under the rules of the Financial Conduct
Authority.
For Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man Residents:
This research is sent to you by Canaccord Genuity Wealth (International) Limited (CGWI) for information purposes and is not to
be construed as a solicitation or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments. This research has been
produced by an affiliate of CGWI for circulation to its institutional clients and also CGWI. Its contents have been approved by CGWI
and we are providing it to you on the basis that we believe it to be of interest to you. This statement should be read in conjunction
with your client agreement, CGWI's current terms of business and the other disclosures and disclaimers contained within this
research. If you are in any doubt, you should consult your financial adviser.
CGWI is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Jersey Financial Services Commission and the
Isle of Man Financial Supervision Commission. CGWI is registered in Guernsey and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord Genuity
Group Inc.
For Australian Residents:
This research is distributed in Australia by Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited ABN 19 075 071 466 holder of AFS Licence No
234666. To the extent that this research contains any advice, this is limited to general advice only. Recipients should take into
account their own personal circumstances before making an investment decision. Clients wishing to effect any transactions in any
financial products discussed in the research should do so through a qualified representative of Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited
or its Wealth Management affiliated company, Canaccord Genuity Financial Limited ABN 69 008 896 311 holder of AFS Licence No
239052.
For Hong Kong Residents:
This research is distributed in Hong Kong by Canaccord Genuity (Hong Kong) Limited which is licensed by the Securities and Futures
Commission. This research is only intended for persons who fall within the definition of professional investor as defined in the
Securities and Futures Ordinance. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of
persons. Recipients of this report can contact Canaccord Genuity (Hong Kong) Limited. (Contact Tel: +852 3919 2561) in respect of
any matters arising from, or in connection with, this research.
Additional information is available on request.
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity Corp. 2021 – Member IIROC/Canadian Investor Protection Fund
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity Limited. 2021 – Member LSE, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity LLC 2021 – Member FINRA/SIPC
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited. 2021 – Participant of ASX Group, Chi-x Australia and of the NSX. Authorized and
regulated by ASIC.
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All rights reserved. All material presented in this document, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to Canaccord
Genuity Corp., Canaccord Genuity Limited, Canaccord Genuity LLC or Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. None of the material, nor its
content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, or transmitted to or distributed to any other party, without the prior express
written permission of the entities listed above.
None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, reproduced, or distributed to any
other party including by way of any form of social media, without the prior express written permission of the entities
listed above.
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